Movable Type 3.17 is the premier weblog publishing platform for businesses, organizations, developers, and web designers. Powerful customization gives you control over everything you publish and the elegant interface keeps things simple and clear.
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MOVABLE TYPE NEWS
UTF-8 Dirify bug and patch

Today we are releasing a patch to fix an issue for customers running Movable Type versions 3.16 or 3.17 and using UTF-8 character encoding on their weblogs. Specifically, a bug introduced in Movable Type 3.16 causes the dirify routine to...

Read more »
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YOUR ACCOUNT

Your Movable Type account (powered by TypeKey) is your gateway to your previous downloads, additional products and services, the Knowledge Base and the technical support ticket system.

- Your account
- Knowledge Base

PRODUCT SUPPORT

Personal technical support is included with all paid licenses. The manual and lots of other documentation is available to everyone.

- Movable Type User Manual
- Technical Support

DEVELOPERS

Whether you are a Movable Type programmer or designer, or you need to find one, we have something for you.

- Plugins Directory
- Movable Type How-To
PARTNERS

We offer programs for Movable Type hosting and affiliates.

Recently Updated Sites

- BuzzMachine
- iwilldare.com
- Two Loose Teeth
- GRUPARE.COM :: Computer Notebook Electronics Deals Bargains Coupons
- PHOSITA ::: an intellectual property weblawg
- Maria Samuelson : Shop
- Meio Bit
- Wizbang
- ShAk´s Mind Box 2.0 - Endorphines.net
- Slant Point
- Modugno.it
- twigleaf.com.etcetera
- BKO
- The Sports Frog
- Instapundit.com
Movable Type

Makers of weblog software and services for individuals, organizations and businesses. This website is powered by Movable Type.
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